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Basic to the, current approaches in teaching reading is the assumption

that success in beginning reading is crucal and that reading programs in the

primary grades mtst be organized to assure .this success. Evidence of the im-

portance of achievement in initial reading instruction is the large number of

research studies designed tO find more effective ways of teaching beginning

reading.

Further evidence of the emphasis on early stages of reading'is found

in the relatively recent number of research projects.in teading readiness, :-.-

Sesame Street, through the powerful teaChing medium of television has great-

ly increabed the intereet of the nation in pre-reading skills. This innova-

tive program accepts the premise that the pre-kindergareen years are a period

1

of substantial and significant intellectual development. It has adopted the

techniques and approaches of commerical television to help preschoolers de-

velop skills.neissary to a successful start in formal reading instruction.

RECENT PROJECTS IN READING BEADINESS

An'increasing number of authorities in eariy childhood education 'have

recognized that children's education can, and should, begin long before the

traditionEge4-f five or six. Many recent studies in readiness have been

conducted with .children of three or four in a structured learning situation.
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In research reported by Karnes in May, 1968, a traditional niirsery school pro-

gram was compared with a highly structured PrOgrani focused on specific learn-

ing tasks designed to promote language and cognitive development. Pour-:year-

olds were studied in order that follow-up evaluation cou.ld be coordinated

with public.schools in kindergarten. At the end of the experimental period,

results of the Metropolitan Readiness Test showed superior performance by the

experimental group in both reading readiness and numbers readiness. The Uni-

versity of Illinois researchers concluded that their.findings illustraed

the effectiveness of teaching specific Content as'well as school readiness.

A four-year Study conducted in Naw York State by di Lorenzo and Sal.-

ter studied the effectiveness of an academic year preschool program for the

disadvantaged on a longitudinal basis, pre-kindergarten through second grade. ,

The project encompassed eight school districts with a basic curriculum ap-

proach which emphasized language and cognitive development, but which varied

in comprehensiveness and methods of reiding readiness instruction. At the

end of the first two years of the study, it as found that the pre-kindergar-

ten experience had proven beneficial for the subjects and that the most ef

fective pre-kindergarten programs were those with the most specific structured
3

cognitive activities.
S.

Much of the work in reading readiness has been done in the area of

the culturally and economically deprived because these children lack the

background with which middle or upper class children begin their formal edu-

cation. Traditional preschool classes are not adequate to prepare the dis-
.

advantaged child to compete with children of more privileged environments.

Thus the gains achieved by disadvantaged children in structured reading

readiness programs contrast significantliwith results of a California study

by Prendergast, comparing the development of pre-reading skills in three
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groups of upper-middle class thildren; a conventional day nursery class, a

Montessori preschor.1 class, and a non-nursery school group. The conventional .

schoolroffered coMmon enrichment experiences, while the Montessori class

.prbvided a structured program to develop skills through the use'of special

methods and mate. Lals.. At the end of seven months children were compared on

development of perceptual motor skills and receptive language. In most areas

evaluated, no significant.differences were found among the three groups.

The researcher attributed this primarily to the fact that the upper-middle

class.home environment encouraged the development of reading readiness skills
4

without nursery school expe.ience.

At the kindergarten lArel, investigators at the University of Iowa

studied the effctiveness of the Frostig perceptual motor method in devel-

oping reading readiness among 108 disadvantaged kindergarten chkldren. The

findings of approximately eight months.of training in sensorimotOr and visual

perceptual exercises were reported by Alley in Exceptional Children, Septem-

ber, 1968. Re.aults, as measured by the Marianne Frostig Developmerital Test

Of Visual Perception and The Metropolitan Reading Readiness Teat Form A,
5

disclosed signthcant differences in favor of the experiMental group.

The "niture vs. nurture" controversy waa considered by Bernabei in

..developing a re ding readiness program in the Bucks County Pennaylvania,

schools. bo c ildren grow into readiness, or is this rather a function of

training and experience? Dr. Bernabei saw no immediate resolution of the

controversy and undertook an interim, eclectic approach -- an Extended

Reading Readiness Program organized to cover a longer period of time than

the standard kindergarten treatment. The program devised pupil learning

4
experiences and developed materials related to,a curriculum of readiness

skills, including .pre-reading and mathemotics. An evaluati)n of the pro-
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gram after one year indicated significant dffferences in these skills between

6

the interim class and the normal class.

BACKGROI)ND AND OBJECTIVES OF THE RESEARCH

Over the past seven years, the writer has been engaged in research

t.

in the Los Angeles City Schools with approximately 500 first-grade children

each year of varying ethnic and socio-economix backgrounds. The purpose of

the research has been to experiment with a variety of materials aRd methods

in teachinkbeginning reading to determine the effect upon the reading
N.

achievement of first-grade children. During these years, it has become in-

creasingly apparent to the writer, the teachers, and the administrators in

the series of studies that there were certain pre-reading skills necessary:

for children to succeed in reading. Through experimentation it was found"

that many children were not able to acquire proficiency in the reading readi-

ness skills in the time which could be allotted in the first grade.

With"this.knowledge and with that from other readina, readin2ss studies,

the writer worked with teachers and administrators to develop a research

design to teach these skills in a sequential, developmental order in

six major areas:' (1) listening for compsAension of content; (2) listen-

ing for auditory discrimination; (3) visual discrimination skills;

(4) oral language skills; (5) motor-perceptual skills; (6) sound-symbol.

correspondence skills.

Through the process of grouping and the use of independent activi-

ties, the teacher taught specific lessons in the six areas to small groups

of children. The skills of each lesson were developed in detall in the

teacher's manual. These skills were taught and retaught, with sufficient

practice.periods, until an adequate level 'of proficiency was attained by the

children. The objective of the study was to determine whether children

I.
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taught pre-reading skills in a structured program would attain significantly

higher scores on a standardized test of reading readiness skills than those

children Vao had not been involved in such a program.

PROCEDURES IN THE RESEARCH

For the experimental program, seventeen schools were selected po

provide a cross-section of socio-economic levels representing ethnic, cata-

gories of black, Mexican-American, and other white children. Each experi-

mental school was matched with a control school of similar ethnic origins,

academic achievement, and soCio-economic bachgrounds. The'teachers in both

the experimental and control schools were randomly selected.

The teachers in the'experimental program were given a teacher's

guide for the reading readiness lessons end matcrials lo implement their

teaching. The specific pre-reading skills were taught in the language-arts

block of time in the kindergarten program. During the fall semester,of the

school year, these teachers met each week after school at a designated

school building to receive additional materials and to discuss the ,:se of

these materials. At these'Workshop-type meetingS, the teachers also made

certain kindO of instructional aids, such as puppets and flannelboard ac-

tivities, from ptterns provided for them.

.
The teachers in the control sChools followed the regular curricu-

lum which they had been previously teaihing.

MA1ERIALS AND TECHNIQUES IN THE RESEARCH.'

The teaching philosophy of the program was edtablished upon the

premise that the skills in the reading process are the, same on the pre-

reading level as at the highest stage of reading development. The chief

differences are those of degree and refinement. Therefore the materials

and techniques used in the research were developed to parallel the formal
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reading instruction which the children would receive as they progressed

through the primary grades.

The materials for the program included:

I. The Teacher's Manuol.

Lesson plans were classified according t the six major areas of

pre-reading skillsgith the purpose of each lesson an omphasis upon

improving one of these skills.

Each lesson plua included six sections: (1). Purpose; (2) Pre-

paration; (3) Presentation; (4) EvalUation in Terms of the Purpose;

(5) Pupil Practice Materials; (6) Additional Experiences. "Prepare-

tion" included materials!needed in the preAentation of the lessodt

"Evaluatioe established.a quick check of what tile children learned

in terms of the purpose of the lesson. "Pupil Practice Materials"

provided independeAt follow-up exercises for reinforcement of the

skills taught in the lesson. At the.close of the lesson, "Addi-

tional Experiences" suggested 'activities related to. the same skill\.\

as the one.for which the specific Plan was

II. Picture cards.

Picture cards were Used-in alvarkety of wags:. to stimulate ins-
.

ginttion, to help in noting,details, for picture reading, and for

story telling.1 They served, too, as inspiration. for painting, as

motivation for dramatic play, and as stimulat on for creative 14n-

guage, including stories dictated to the teacher.

III. Large flannelboard and.pockat chart:

.The large flannelboard and pocket Wart were big enough "towbe

seen by A group' of children. :41.ey were used by'either thb teacher

,

eor a child. The flannelboard held cut-outs of story characters, 0-



jects, letter-S, and numbers. The pocket chart served as another illus-'
11,

trative aid.

IV. Individual flannelboard, jaocket chart, and chalkboard.

There were small flannelboards, pocket charts, and chalkboards

for each child ,in a group. Small groups were formed on the basis of

specific needs. By having individual manipulative materials for

each child in the group, the teacher made sure that every child was

involved in the activity and learning, and had instant feed-back on

individual;progress.

V.

e

Flannelboard cut-outs.

Cut-outs of the characters and objects from a story were used on

the larse flannelboard to illustrate a story when telling or retelling

it. Other,tut-outs were used in teaching about (1) -shape, size, and

color; (2) sight-sound-symbol correspondence and (3) numerals and

simple number concepts.

VI. Hand puppets,
,

Children are apt to lose murh of their self-consciousness when

they use hand puppets. They are intent upon manipurating the puppet

appropriately and actuallybecome the puppet character. In the-ex-

perimental program, puppets vere used to motivate oral language, both,

for retelling a story and for creating stories or conversation.

VII. Books.

The books.for this program were chosen primarily because of
*

.

theit univer.sal appeal to four, five and^six-year-oldsw 0ther Cri-

? 2 \,

terih the books met were thoae of high literary quality, worthwhile

illustrations, and appropriate format. The collection comprised a

7
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variety of categori,.s, including Mother Goose, poetry, fairy or folk

tales, animal stories, an ABC book, in.d song books.

VIII. Phoneme boxes with small olbjects'o

Each box contained small Cibjects, most of whose names began with

one of the consonants. In the same box were a few objects whose
4 .

.

.

names began with a different'consOnant. Childre \ said the names of

the objects and c'ecided which ones started like a certain word from

a preprimer.

An overview of the reading readiness program is shown in the following

outline which lists the six major s lls and the'teaching techniques employed

in developing them:

I. Listening for comprehension of content.

The ability to listen-often is taken 'for granted and therefore

.

. ,
.

is seldom taught specifically. However, effidient listening mustkbe
e

learned and practiced. Because it is so important to speech, Lan- -..

guage, and reading, special attention was giVen to this area in the
. .

research program.
. .

.

The purpose of the lessons id this part of the experimental'cur-
,

riculum centemd around listening for pleashre and relaxation, Com-

prehending what.someope read or said, memortzing, remembering, and

following directiOns.
ly
he chtiOrenltened to pelems, Songs, and

recor8ings with an "awareness of mood; they lisiefied as.the teacher

read or told a story to answer directed questions.or td recall and

tell parts of the story; they listened'to and followed simple.4.and.

later, more, complex directions.
c.

II. Listening for'auditory didcrimination,and development,
-7-

.As a'preItIde to the aural.diocrimination of words and word
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elements, .the children had'many directed listening experiences. After

they learned to listen to the teacher, to each other, to music, and
-

tovsounds ii their environment, the-teachee began the development_

of the concepts of volume, .pitch, direttion, duration, sequence,

accent, tempo, repetition snd contrast, and,distance. The teacher

used a variety of recordings, tonal instruffients, poems, jingles,

and rhythms to deVelop th'Se ConcePts,

III. Visual discrimination anddevelopment.

:Observing'and interpreikhg content.' The interpretation of pic-
, .

., .

tures and.picture stories helped' children to develop such. skills as
. .,,.

a

.arra) ngingjtems in-sequ'ence, making inferences', predicting outcomes,
m .

,

getting the main idea, and notihg relevant details. Prior to this

part of the'progrsm, theteachers organized school excursidns and

walking trips to give chirdret'l OOportunities to observe and Oecome
,

uairited wfth.:thef-world beydnd their imMediate neighborhood.-: Ihese

, .

- firsthand experiences helped tht children tb. 'understand concepts rep--. .

.

.
... .

-.. -,

;resented iti the pictures and pictdre Stbries which otherwise might- .

, .
. ..

have bad -nd Meaning.

Visusl imagery. Visual projection, or recognition of an dbject

from it's description,,wSs developed through such techniques as

having the children guess' the anSwers to riddles about familiar oh-

jects, paint pictures from vividdescriptions,-or illustrate stories.

Visual memory was practiced by the children in a variety of simple ex-

.
4

ercises, such as describing objects or scenes from memory or by 1

tating., with eyes shut, familiar,objects in the room..

Visualliscrimination. The children were taught to note gross

.likenesses and differences before they' made finer,discrimidations.

4
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Picture-matching games and the comparing and contrasting of pictures,

objects, and geometric forms were used to help the childKen make

discriminations of sizeshape, position, color, and small details.

The development of these cOncepts laid a foundation frr the further

study of visual skills.

IV. Oral language sialls.

The teachers provided experience in several areas related to oral;\
expression:, the ability to express ieas understandably to 'others;

- the abilisty to speak with tfie expression that conveys ideas, and with

pleasing rice quality; the se of complete ..7nd wstructured sen-
i c

tences; the expansion of speaking and understanding vocabularies; the

improvement of pronunciation and diction.

10

Varied and stimulating opportunities were provided for practice

in oral expression. These ranged from spontaneous d,iscussion of per-

sonal experiences to participation in creative 'story telling, reci-

tation of poems, or choral speaking. ,.. .

.

I.

V. Motor-perceptual development.
1

1

Through directed lessons , the children learned to coordinate

vision and movement, to become .vggize of and to.ma. pulate the parts

of their bodies, and to perceive positions'of'objects in relation

to themselves. They learned body control through exercises, games,

dances and the interpretation of music. Later, opportunities for

the development of finer motor coordination were provided through.'
_

ataxities in construction, cutting, pasting, trac ing,- -atidscoloring,

Eventually the children were ready for paper and pencil exercises
A

that further refined hana-eye -cooi-dination.

10

t."



VI. Sound-symbol correspondence.

In the experimental classes, sound-symbol correspondence was devel-

o\pl\k on levels of increasing difficulty. Practice wa§ given to rein-

force the learning of the sounds of the alphabet 'letters. Aural and

visual recognitiond
as well as let.te discrimination, were stressed by

-

association of pure letter sounds with the corresponding names and sym-

bols, using objects and pictures. In the last step in the development

of this skill, the children learned to write the various letters of

the alphabet in manuscript form.

The ability to cou5t from one to ten was presented 'in the same se-,

quence as letter recognition.

RESULTS OF' THE RESEARCH

The Murphy-Durrell Reading Readiness 'Analysis wos given to the seven-:

teen experimental classes and the seventeen control classes at the end of the

school year. With the data from this standardized.test, a three-way analysis'

of variance was performed w.ith sex, experimental-control, and ethnic .group as

the main effects. The scores from the five tests of the Murphy-Durrell Analy-

sis were -studied sepatately and in total. 'When the F-test was significant, it

was followed by T-tests between th% groups.-

TABLE I

Mean Scores f'or Exparimental and Control Groups

on Murphy-Durrell Reading Readiness Analysis

.,

Group Ph'onemes Test 0'
Letter Names Test Learning Total

Part 1 Part 2 . Pirt 1 Part 2 Rate Test_

Experimental 15.92 18.57 20.51 21.71 10.80 87.50

Control 11.98. 12.62 14.24 .16.66 7.54 63.05

)

Table I shows that the experimental group achieved a higher score than

1
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was achieved by the control group in the total test and also in all of tie

individual parts of the test.

TABLE II

Mean Scores by Sex
on Murphy-Durrell Reading Readiness Analysis

Group Phonemes Test
Part 1 Part 2

Letter Names Test
Part 1 'Part 2

Learning
Rate Test

Total

Boys

Girls

13.72*

14.19*

14.84

16.35

17.00*

17.75*

18.35

20.01

8. 64

9.70

72.56

77.99

* Differences on Phonemes Test Part 1 and Letter Names Test Part 1
not statistically significant; i.e., could be due to. Chance.

Table II indicates ,that the girls as a 'group achieved higher scores than
4

the boys in the total test as well iu sin the individual parts of the test.
A 'However, this difference might have been due to chanee in the first parts of the

phoneme and letter names sections of 'the test.

TABLE III

Mean Scbres kOr Ethnic Groups
on Murphy-Durrell Reading Readiness Analysis

Group Phoneme s Tes t.
Part 1 Part 2

Letter Names Test
Part 1 PArt 2

Learning
Rate Test

Total

Black 13.19 14.43 16.78 18. 62 8.20 71.21

Mexican-Amer. 13.45 14. 91 16.57 18.45 8.87 72.24

Otter White 15.21 17.45 18.78 20.49 .10.43 82.38

Table III indicates that the children in the "other white" group scored.

higher on the tbtal test and in all individual parts of the test than did the.
Mexican-American and the 'black, children. While the Mexican-Americans:achieved

a higher over-all. average than the black children, the latter group was slightly

12
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higher in both parts of the Letter Names Test.

TABLE IV -

Means for Total Score
on Murphy-Durrell Reading Readiness Analysis

Black Mexican-American Other White

Boys

Girls

Total

67.68

74.73

69.37

75.11

80.64

84.12

71.21 .72.24 82.38

Black MeXican-American Other White

Experimental 82. 68 84.57 95.27

Control 5%'9.73 59.92 69.49

Total 72.24 82.38.71)23.
'Cr

Boys Girls Total

Experimental 86.04 88.97 87.50

Control 59.09 67.00 63.05

Total 72.56 77..99 75.28

V/r----TABtE

Analysis of Co-Variance for Total Scores
on Murphy-Durrell Reading Readiness Analysis

Source of Variation Sum of Squares D.F. Mean Square F P

Experimental-Control 205120.56 1 205120.56 315.28 0.00

Sex t 10089.19 1 3.0089.19 15.51 0.00

Ethnic 34876.29 2 17438.14 26.80 0.00.

Exp.-Con. X Sex 2122.16 1 2122.16 3.26 0.07

Exp.-Con. X Ethnic 464.45 2 232.22 .36 0..70

13
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(Table V, continued)

Sex X Ethnic

Exp.-Con. X Sex X Ethnic

764.55

714.53

2

2

382.27

357.27

.0.59

0.55.

14

0.56

0.58

Note: Column p gives the probability of differences occurring by chance.

Normally,*if P is equal to or less then .05, one can say that it
would not happenby chance; i.e., it is significant.

v.

Table IV shows the means for the total test separated according to the

three main effects; experimental-control, sex, and ethnic grotip. Table V gives

thq analysis of co-variance for these three.main effects and their possible com-

binatthni. In this analysis, a test was made to see if the means shown in Tables

I, II, III, and IV were significantly different.

It was found that all three main effects showed significant differences:

1.. The experimental groups achieved significantly higher scores than

the control groupi.
r

2. .The girls, as a group, achieved significantly better than the boys

in the study.

3. The "other white" group achieved significantly higher scores than the

Mexican-American and.the black groups. ihould be pointed out that

the experimatal MexicanrAmerican and blaQk groups achieved consid-

erably higher scores than the control group of "other white." 1.

Table V alio shows that combinations of the various possible groupings did

not Produce significant additional dffferences. That isl although the three

main effects were significant, the interactions'between the graoups were not

significant.
1

In summary, It may be said that.the,children in the kindergartens who were

being taught in a structured, sequential program with appropfiate materials.achieved

significantly more.than the Children in the regular kindergarten curriculum.

14
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